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Flushmate® Announces New One-kit 
Wonder Pressure-assisted Systems for 
pressure-assisted toilets
All-inclusive kit includes complete system and 
universal handle replacement

NEW HUDSON, MI (May 5, 2021) – Flushmate®, a leading supplier to toilet 
manufacturers on three continents, has launched its New One-kit Wonder. A 
complete pressure-assisted system to help support residential and commercial 
facilities with an easy replacement of previous-generation Flushmate systems or 
similar systems.

With two models, the One-kit Wonder systems are available in either 1.28 or 
1.6 gallons per flush (gpf) and designed for easy installation on many popular 
pressure-assist toilets from brands such as Kohler®, Sloan®, Mansfield®, ProFlo®, 
American Standard®, Gerber, Crane®, Eljier®, Peerless®, and Zurn®. The One-kit 
Wonder delivers proven single flush performance, drain-line carry, cleaner bowl, 
comprehensive parts availability, and world class product support.

“As many residential and commercial facilities look to replace their existing pressure- 
assist systems, Flushmate systems represent an effective, sustainable solution,” 
said Bernard Peters, President, Flushmate. “Our One-kit Wonder helps make the 
transition as seamless as possible. With our proven technology and world class 
product support, the Flushmate system provides single flush performance that 
improves water-use efficiency with the most efficient flushing technology.”

Each One-kit Wonder includes the Flushmate system as well as a Flushmate 
Universal Handle replacement designed for mounting on either left-handle or right-
handle toilets for smooth flushing performance. The Flushmate One-kit Wonder 
features more than 35 years’ worth of proven technology, manufactured in the USA, 
and a 5-year limited warranty. The kit includes the necessary installation locknuts, 
gaskets, and tools for easy installation to replace existing pressure-assisted systems.
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Visit Flushmate.com/OneKitWonder for more information on the One-kit 
Wonder Flushmate system in either 1.28, or 1.6 gpf.

Visit Flushmate.com for more information on the benefits of touch-free and 
pressure- assisted technology.

About Flushmate®

Flushmate®, headquartered in New Hudson, 
Mich., manufactures Flushmate Operating 
Systems at its state-of-the-art design and 
manufacturing facility, which is ISO-17025 
certified. As the pioneer in pressure-assisted 
technology, Flushmate has been delivering 
water saving solutions without sacrificing 
performance for over 35 years. Flushmate is 
the leading supplier to toilet manufacturers on 
three continents with key markets including 
commercial, residential, hospitality, multi- 

family, and more.
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